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It'ITRCDUCI' Ia~

"111E tDTICN' OF 1HE AGENl'S ATJIH)RITY BY <XNsaIT 3EIVJEEN HIi\1 AND TrlE

PRn~IPAL IS AN ARrIFICAL IillICN' OF THE LAWhHIGI OFFERS NJ GUIDMTCE

AS W TIm TRiTt:LEGAL NATUREOF THE AGENCYRELATICN'SHIP"

The reason as to why the concept of authority as understood in the

agency re lat ionship requi'res consideration can only be understood by an

explaination of what follows when one person is used by another to perfonn

certain tasks on-beha Lfc of that other. Thi s employment of someone called

the agent, creates problems of many kinds, in respect of rights and

duties of various interested parties resul ting from the introduction

of a 3rd person between one who wishes to perform some undertaking
ana the one in ~~spect of whom the undertaking is perfonned. Instead
of having two persons directly connected in law with each other by the
unilateral act of one, or the mutual-acts of both, the emplo~nt of an
azent affects the Ieza l posi tion of the one on whose behalf the arrent. actsb b - .

and also of the one with whom he deals- C~rly, this employment of the
agent VIDO can subject the parties into legal consequences cannot be
explained on the terms that ·18:t the ini tial stage of the creat ion of the
agent~ authority, the parties had consented that the agent will represent
the principal to the 3rd party and subject him to certain known and
clear legal consequences. It cannot be so detennineo because it is the

\
law that looks at the ~actual arrangement between the parties and detennines
whether the agent has authori ty, and the law can at t imes go outside that
~ctual arrangement and declares that there is or there is no authority
in other sense there are si tuatforrs when the agent's authori ty accrues
\Vhere the parties have not consented to that authority, yet in different
situations it exists and arises. TI1ere are even cases where authority exists
against the wishes of one or both of the parties. Infact, the conduct
which creates that kind of authority - for example, apparent authority
and implied authority - may arise without the cognizance or even the
approval of the principal ~~d even without the agenrs intention to posses
that kind of authority. It is in this light that an attempt to look at the
rationale behind the existen~e of different types of authority without
the consent of the parties shall be made ..

. ...........• /2
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An attempt will also be made to show how actual authority is superfical in

the sense that it is only express authority, which is an element of

authority created by contract, which can strictly be said to be by the acts

of the part ies. en the other hand , it wi 11 be shown that usual, irrp lied ,

apparent/and authority created by law, are types of authority which are

imposed upon the relationship of principal and agent for particular reasons.

Therefore, it is impossible to say that the parties have a free hand in setting

out their tenns in the kind of authority the agent is to be clothed with.

The concept of the agent's authority does not explain, in itself, the true

state of affairs.

lhe, other question, to be posed is whether the concept of authority is in

itself enough to explain the legal consequences of a principal's eIll>loyment

of an agent. The employment of an agent results in the change of the

principal's legal posit ion by subj ecting him into rights and 1iabil ities

with a 3rd party whom the agent deals with. It will be shown that the change

in the principal's and 3rd party's pos ition, which is a legal, consequence,

cannot be adequately explained in tenns of the abent's authority to act for

the principal, but can only be explained by the element of power which the

a~ent is said to possess, and which enables him to affect the principal's

pos i t ion , the 3rd party's position and at timeshi&own position. The question

to be posed here is as to whether it is the agent's authority or his power

which is the central feature of the agency relationship. In conclusion, it

will be seen that it is the agent's power which is the central feature in

an agency relationship.

The notion of authority can only be used to explain ,the effects of the agency,
relationship for it fleIps"in:,shpwing,what.an, agent can or C?J1I1otdo 'put, it,is

an artificial element used by law to encampass the ~tion of the agent's

power which can explain the true legal nature of the agency relationship.
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In the modern commercial world, there is a need for employment of others to

perfoTITIcertain tasl~s for efficient and speedy distribution of goods fuld services

to the consumers. Besides, there is a need for specialised activity for it would

be difficult for the principal to avail himself in all situations calling for

his attention in the terQs of trade, hence the need to employ agents. An attempt

will be made to show whether the 3rd party is in a position to lUlow what kind of

authority the a~ent has and the power contained the~ein! and thereby enabling

him to declare his rights and liabilities. Thus enabling him to know whom he can

sue as between the principal and the agent, in order to enforce his rights.

It is llilderstood that there is no one unique type of authority for agent's authority

errerge from different circumstances. The creation of agency relationship will be

the subject of chapter one. The different types of the agent's authority depend

on how the agency relationship was created. It is therefore necessary, for proper

understanding of the concept of authority, that the creation of agency relationship

should be understood. The definition of agency relationship will also be the

focus of chapter one. An agency relationship is created expressly by way of ,'contr~."':'"

act between ..the principal and' the' agent" by rat ificat ion, by estoppel, and by
the operat ion of the law. All of these methods will be considered in chapter

one.

TIle second chapter will deal with the aspect of authority which is actual or real

authori ty. This is the ki nd of authori ty equated to a§,'encycreated by contract

and under the doctrine of ratification. The chapter will touch on various divisions

of actual authority. The chapter will also draw a distinction between power and

authority and show how the agent's authority is not enough to explain the legal

consequences that flow from employment of an agent by a principal.

Presumed authori ty which the agent is said to possess despi te the lack of principal.:'3
consent and which is equated to agency created by operation of the law, will also be
the subject of chapter three.

. •.......... /4
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The chapter will also touch on apparent authority which is equated

to agency created by the doctrine of es toppe l. Here the principal,

by his conduct allows the agent to appear to the outside world to have

authority which he does not: possess. The doctrine of estoppel is

envoked and the arrent is clothed with apparent authority. The chapter

will show how apparent authority is different from implied and usual

authority. The chapter will further focus on the rationale behind the

existence of these types of authority without the consent of the parties.

The last chapter will be conclusion of the various chapters and an

indication will be made as to whether the state of the law is satisfactory

ffildif there is room for further changes.
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CHEATIOO OF AGEI.-1CY nELATrcNSHIP

Agency is an irrport~lt aspect of commerce and its importance has been

highlighten by a bourgeous scholar - !?~f- who says-;

"Any study of roodern ccrrmer-cial law rrmst start wi th agency
because it lies at the very core of the subject and because
without it, roodern corrrnercewould not exist "1

In agency, just like in any other branch of the law, no conclusive or

exhaus t ive defini Hen; ca."!be given but a \>Vorkin::;def in ition can

only be attempted. Agency is the relationship that exist between,

tVlOparties when one, callen the agent is considered in law to represent

tae other, called the principal, in such a way as to be able to affect the

principal's legal pos i t ion in respect of strangers to the relationship

by makiIl6 of contracf or the disposition of property. Certain salient

features can be derived from the above definition. One of them is that

agency law has no relevance to social.: and other non-legal ob ligat ions .

It is to be noted that although situations exist in which one person

represents another, it is only.when such representation or actio~ on .

ano ther-s behalf affects the latter's leg-alposition, that i.shis right

ag-ainst and liabilities towards other people, that the law of agency

applies. The other feature which Cfu"1 be derived from the defiaition is

that a lot of ewphasis is placed upon the manner in wh ich the law regards

the relationship that has been created. It is the effect in law of the

way the parties have conducted t~emselves, and not the conduct of the.parties or the la.~ab~ used by the parties, that must be looked aLlftorder

to detennine whether the agency relationship has came into existence.

Other ce f in i t ions of agency relationship have been given 'oJ various wr it er-s.

Lowe defines agency as a:\'relatio~lshipwhich arises whenever one per son

(agent ) acts on bella1f of another person (principal) and trie person so

act ing has the power to affect the principal's legal posi tion wi th ree;l!rd
2to 3rd party"



Legally, therefore, an agent brings his principal into a relationship.
with a 3rd party and can thus make contract and dispose off goods on his

behalf. A definition of a5ency relationship has also been offered by
editiors of Bowstead who state that agency is: [icJj·-v9 leA S "";<;1;r-

c<'''''
~/ G.

"The relationhsip that exists between persons of who expr es sly or
impliedly consents that the other should represent him or act on his
behalf and the other who similarily consents to represented the
former or so to act" 3

The American Restatement of the law, in its defini tion of agency" also st resse

the question of consent between the principal and the agent as a fundemental

aspect of any relationship. It states that agency is:

"The relationship which results from the manifestation of consent
by one person to another that the other will act on his behalf and
subject to his control and consent by the other so to act" 4

This element of consent as an important aspect of agency relationship was
also stressed in the case of Garnac Grain Company V. II.M.R. Faure and

Fairclough Ltd 5 where lord Pearson said that:

"The relationship of principal and the ab'ent can on ly be established
by the consent of the principal and ag-ent". However his lordship went
on to say that they would be held to have consented "If they have
agreed to what 1n law amounts to such a relationship even if they
have professed to disclaim it"

.
The above definition~seem to indicate that agency relationship revolves

around the idea that the principal and agent have ag!eed either in contract

or otherwise, that the principal will be represented'by the agent. However

it is the law which detennines what is or what is not agency. The law takes

into consideration the factual arran~ements between the parties but to a

certain extent goes outside the arrangement to determine whether there

is an a5ency relationship. It is therefore a matter of lebal construction.

It is to be noted that these definitions exclude!' from the scope of

agency relationship cases in which J.s'enc7relationship arises a[;'einst

the will of t ne par t ies . In such situations, the agency re lat ionsh ip , at

least so far as cer t ain of its effects aTe COi1cerned~as no contra,etuaJ.'or..,

co~sensual b~sis.
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The conduct which gives rise to particular effects may have occured wi thout t l

approval of the principal and wi thout the "agent intending to act for

the benefit of such a principal.

Ag~ncy relationship may be created by conlract between the parties, by the

doctrine 0 f eSJ.oppe1, by rat i fJ ca t ion) fu!d by the operation of the law.~

Each of these methods by which agency relationship canes into

existence will now be considered .

..ACilli'JCY CRFATED BY c::NTRAcr

To understand the nature of thi s kind of agency relat ionshipj

necessarj to define what a contract is for the rules governinJ

contract law are applicable to agency relationship. G.H Treitel 6 in his
book defines a contract as follows:

\~ contract is an a5Teement giving rise to legally enforcRable
obI igat ions binding the part ies to it. The factor which distingui shes

.~ contractual obligations from other l ega I obligations is rnat
they are based on the agreement of the contracting parties"

it is

'fhis definition is qualified by the fact that the law at times looks at

appearffilce rather than the fact of agreement, Bence in the case of

fuiith V..HUl-GES7_31ackourn J. said:

.\'
1f whatever a man~ real intention may be, he so conducts himself

that a reasonable man would believe that he was assenting to the
terms proposed by the other party, and that other narty upon-rthat
belief enters into a cont r ac t with hio,.the OW! tl1US conducting- himsel
would be equally b01.lIid as if he had intended to ag-ree to the other
party's terms"

Dealing with agency law, it can be said that the relationship between tile

principal and his agent is nODmally a consensual one and that no one

can be a principal's agent wi thout the principal's consent. Agency created

by contract is clearly a maniIe s t at ion of the parties; consent as the

core of agency relatior.ship.
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Thus itithe case of Wlite V. Lucas 8 a firm of estate agents were anxious
to act on behalf of the owner of certain prop~rty whom they ~&;~t<fte

1tJ

wanted to sell the property. The owner told the estate agents notftput the

property on their books. The court held that the estate a~ents could not

claim remuneration since the property owner had never agreed to their ~,'

acting on his behalf.

.th~
Some requirements must be met before an agency relationship c~n be created.

"-Just as in other contracts, the parties must consent freely to the creation

of the relationship between them. This means that there is to be no

misrepresentation, dures~ ~istake or fraud. These ~tters, as understood

in contract law, require some consideration.

1. MISPRESENrATICN For an agency relationship to be acted on, there must

be no :misir~;~tation.~ principal or an agent can claim relief on the

ground that he was induced to enter into an agency relationship by a

misleading statement. In the case of Headly Byrne & Co. V. Heller 9 it

was held that damages could be recovered at corrroonlaw in certain5cas~ of

neg~~ent misrepresentation.

ii DURESS duress means actual or threatened physical violence to, or

unlawful -cons.traint of, the per-son of a contract ing party. At corrroon

law a contract could be avoided if it was made under duress.

i ii FRAUD At common law a principal who suffers loss as a result of a

fraudulent statemeYlt can recover damages in an action for deceit. In Derry

V. Peek 10 The ~se of b.:dS decided that a statement is only fraudulent

if it is made: with knowledge of its falsity, or without belief in its
Ior reckfssly.truth,

IV. MISTAKE The rules appl icable in contract law as regar-ds the effect

of mistake on a contract, are also applicable in creation of an agency °

relationship. In the case of Bell V. Lever Bras Ltd 11
---------. I
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the court observed that mistake negat ivez; consent where it preVents fhe parties

from reaching agreement but the agreement has no-legal effect because it is based
on fundamental mistake. The effect of mistake is to make a contract void.

As regards validity, the law may refuse to recognise a contract on the

ground of illegality. The purposes of the contract of agency must be

lawful. Examples of i llega lity : are found where for instance, a contract

involves the corrmission of a legally forbidden act or is contrary to public

policy.

Dealing with the capacity of the principal and agent, the general rule is

that both the principal and the agent must have contractual capacity. ,This

is governed by rules of contract law. The capacity to act as principal is

co-extensive with the capacity of the principal to undertake the contract

which the agent is authorised to carry out. It follows therefore, that

infants, incompetent persons,and coporations have no capacity or have

only a Iimi ted capaci ty to appoint an agent. \-The appointment of an agent must
r,~CA..f~ -:

not be ultra vires the corporation. An infant cml only have the capacity

to appoint an agent in contracts which he can validly make. As regards

infants lord Denning in Shephard V. Cartwright 12 said:

,\ ~
The appointment by an infant ~an agent - - - has always been held
void The reason for this rule is because an infant has not
sufficient 'discretion to choose an agent to act for him the law
rather than have an argument upon the point declares him to be incapable
of choosing an agent at alII!

This argument, however, must be qualified by the fact that an infant

can appoint an agent to contract -co.hi s advantage, for example, in a
/t?6A'-"

contract for his necessaries and also in cases where the agent would be

bound if he acted personally. In the case of DJyle. V. VVhite City Stadium 13
--- I

'"It was held that an infant can appoint an agent to eject a tresspasser.
/'
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As far as insane ~(~ons are concerned, the. rule is that contracts

entered into by insane persons are voidable unless they were made

during lucid moments and that it can be shown that the insane person was qc

the time of contracting capable of consenting and knowing what ~ was

doing. An infant may be an agent provided ~e has sufficient

understanding of the contract and can do the act required. The rationale

for this is that an agent acts as a link between the principal and the

3rd party.

There is no formality, in general, which needs to be observed in the

appointment of an agent, an oral appointment will suffice. The contract

between the parties may be express, ei,ther~>in writing or ,oral or may be

implied contract. The case of Jacobs V. MbrriS'14 is illustrative of

agency created by express contract.

The plaintiff was a sole owner of business in ~lbourne, Australia, He..-
gave ,Jacobs a limited power of attorney. I This power did not allow Jacobs

to borrow any money from any institution. He however obtained money

from Morris and Co. on the pretext that he wanted to purchase tobacco

which was the business he carried on ,' lVbrris and Co. did not peruse tllepower

of at t orney whi ch was offered to them. in exchange for the rroncv' Jacobs gave U

,company's bill of exchange as security. When the plaintiff found out

this transaction, he sued the company for he did not want to meet the

obligation of transactions. It was held that on the proper construction to \

the power of attorney, no power to borrow money was given to Jacobs and

therefore no money could be recovered by the company.

The court may, just as it does wi th other contracts, imply an agency

relationship without the parties having expressed any terms as to its creation.
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The court looks at the conduct of the par t ies, the existing circumstances,

and customs, and from these it implies a contract. The courts can be said

to create an agency contract by judicial implication. The principalis assent is

derived from circumstances wliich indicate that he has given authori ty to another

to act for him whi l e that of the .agent is implied from his having acted on behalf

of the principal. The Kenyan case of Essak V. High Corrmissioner for Transport 15

is i l ur st rat ive of the agency re l at ionshi p irrp ii edTr-om exi s t ing c ir cims t ances . Here

the port manager of fv'bobasa claimed from the plaint iff a sum of 2,210

shi 11 ings for unpaid whtrfage charges and a penal ty for late collect ion of

goods. The plaintiff paid the sum without accepting responsibility. He

sued for the recovery of the amount. The plaintiff had errp1oyed t'f'lk; per-sons

as clearing and forwarding agents, and it was the,y\who had been late in forwarding

the r:;:under the Harbours ~lation &rdinance. The plaintiff c l a irned that the------
two people acting for him were not his ag-ents but Here independent cont rac t or-s ,:

Evidence was adduced as to customs and practices that such people are

i~a~ arrents. I~ held that the two persons were his aG~nts. The

(plaintiff) was held liable as the agent s worked.. on his behalf and he

principal ,1
~~~
ren~d

them, The effect of this imp1ied. ag;ency contract is to put the panties .as i f':

they had expressly created the contract .

.i3.
AGENCY CREATEDBY ESWPPEL

Estoppel means that a person who has allowed another to believe: that a certain

state of affairs exists, with the result that there is reliance upon such

bel ief, cannot af t erwqr-ds be heard to say that the true state of affairs was

different, if to do so woul d involve the other person in suffering some kind

of dettY"iment. Its app l iccati.onrto agency l awmeans .tha t t a person: who by

words or conduct has allowed another to appear to the outside world to be his

agent cannot afterwqrds r epudi a t e thi s apparent aGency if to do so would cause.

injury to 3rd parties.

. /12
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By inv~ng the doctrine of estoppel, an agency relationship is created. It
therefore means that a person can becomel a principal even in the absence
of prior agreement, or ratification, by put~ing another in a position where,
according' to the outside world and in the light of what is usual and reasonable
to infer, that other acts as his agent. The principal is said to IIhold outll
the person who he represents to the outside world as having authority to act
on his b~f.

There are two situations in Wllich estoppel arises. In the first instance, there
may be no existence of any relationship between the principal and the agent
and by invocation of the doctrine of estoppel/the agency relationship is
created. The second case is where the relationship of principal and agent
exists but the authority of the agent may be limited and by the doctrine'
of estoppel, the relationship is extended to bind the principal. It is to
be noticed that in the first instance, the agency relationship is creat-ed
by the law, qg9 in the second instan~e, it is the extension of the agency!
relationship which is concern of the law rather than its creation. In such
instances there is no element of consent between the parties that the agent
will bind the principal to the outside world by subjecting him to rights and
liabilities. This, therefore/shows the element of consent is not the core
of ~ an agency relationship. The doctrine of estoppel can be justified on the
theory thatthe principal has to be liable either by his consent or his having
equipped the agent with authority/and the doctrine is looked at as the basis
to rest the principal's liability. The other justification can be derived
from the case of Lickbarrow V. r~sons l~ere Ashurt J. said that whenever one
person must suffer by the acts of a 3rd party, the loss must be sustained by
him who has enabled the 3rd party to occassion the loss.

As regards the requirements for estoppel, these were set out in the case of
Rama Corporation Ltd V. Proved Tin & General Investment Ltd 17by~lade(and these->:
are that: there has to be a repre~entation,a reliance on that representation,
fuld an alteration of the parties position resulting from representation and
reliance. It is necessary therefore to consider each of the above
requirements.

(1) REPRESENTATION The representation can/be statement or some conduct on
/

the part of the principal which amounts to a representation that the
agent has authority to act on the principal's behalf in the manner he is
acting. The statement must be clear and unequiVocal.
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The agent fClUStappear to be acting- in a way in which a person in his position

would normally act so that it would appear to the world that the agent has the

necessary authori ty to act. In Far~;uherson Brother V. King & Co 18a clerk

,pretended to have authori ty to dispose ci¥"'timber which he .91>L and kept the

proceeids' He was not norrza l Iy employed for such a purpose. It was held

that the purchasers of the timber ought to have realised he had no authority to

sell and the purchaser could not keep the timber as against the clerKs employers.

(ii) RELIAUCEONAREPIillSENTATIrn . This means that the statement rrnst be made to a

per-son who relies on it or to the public at large in circumstanceswhich it

would be expected the g-eneral pub 1ic would be 1ike Iy to t r ans.act business wi th

the agent. In the above case Lord Lindley said: t:J,Q/: the ho Idrng- out must be to the

particular Individual who says he relied on it or under such circumstances of

pub 1icity as to just ify the inference that he knew of it and acted upon it ,q,. -
The repr-esent at ion rrnst also be made intent iona l I'y xir possibly neg I igently. A

deliberate representation by the person of ~~other will brir~ the application

of the doctrine of estoppe-l.

(i i i) AN ALTERATIrnOF idE PARTIES POSITIrn RESULTINGFRQ"} SUCHA RELIaNCE~

As wi th all instances or estoppel. there rrnst be the suffering of de t r iment .

as a rp.8ult of the change in positon because of the faith in the representation.

The represantat ion must De the proximate caUSe of Iead ing , the party into that
20

mistake. The. case of Sumner V. SolOP.1Onis illustrative of the doctrine of es toppe.l ,

The defendant employed a rna.~ager to run a jewelleryshop and regularly paic fo~jewelly

ordered by the manager from the plaintiff for resale in the shop. The manager

left the defendants employr.Ent, ordered further jewellery and absconded with

it. The defendant was held liable to pay for the this jewellery since he had by

his past -conduct caused the plaintiff to believe that the manager had, authority to

act.
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It is to be noted that the purpose of irrvoki ng estoppel doctrine is to

protect 3rd parties who have altered their posJ-t1On~conomi~position

in reliance on the representation which is made by the principal that

the person is acting as his agent.

c AGENCYCREATEDBY RATIFICAT100

The relationship of principal and agent can be created by ratification

which occurs where the "agent" acts on behalf of afprincipalfwi thout prior

authorisat ion by the principal. The agent) in fact, has no authori ty to do

what he does at the time he does it. Subsequently, however, the pr inc ipa ljon

whose behal~ though without whose authority, the agent has acted, accepts

the agent's act, and adopts it, just as if there had been a prior authorisation

by the principal to do exactly what the agent has done. Ratification

by the principal does not merely give validity to the agent's unauthorised

act as from the date of ratification. It is retroSpective so as to take

effect from the time of the agent's act. Hence the agent is treated as having

been authorised from the out.se t: to act as he did. The words of Tindal G~ Jr

in the case of Wilson v. lrunrnan 21 are illustrative of the operation of the

doctrine of ratification~ His \grdship said:

"That an act done for another by a person, not assuming to act for
himself but for such other person, though wi thout any precedent authori ty
whatever, becomes the act of the principal if subsequently rat i f ied:
by him.is the known and well established principle of law. In that case
the principal is bound by the act, whether it be founded on tort .,or. a
contract, to the same affect as by, and with all consequences Which
follow him from the same act don~..by+his pr-evi ous. authori ty.
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The implication here is that the act which may be ratified can be lawful

or unlawful which primarily indicates that the doctrine can apply to

torts. By ratification a principal may turn what was previously a

wrongful act into a legitimate one. Thus in the case of Hiberry V. Hutton't22

the plaint iff ship was unlawfully purchased by the defendent .agent ,:the

defendant purported to approve and rat ify the agent's act but did not

know that the sale to the agent was unlawful. It was held that the

defendant was liable for conversion of the ship.

I Ratification may be implied if the principal by his conduct unequ~vocally

affirms the agent's acts even though he seems to repudiate them. Hence

in the case of Cornwell V. Wi lson ~3 a principal purpoted to repudiate'

his agent's unauthorised purchase of the hay but then sold the hay. It was

held that "he had ratified. Ratification will.generally not be implied from

conduct unless the principal has .rthe knowledge of the agent's unauthorised act.

Thus in the case of Lewis V. Read,24it was held that the defendant had

not ratified an irregular distress levied by his bailiff since he had

not known of the irregularity.

As regards the requirements for a valid ratification,there are certain

conditions which must be satisfied before an unauthorised act can be
'\.

effectively ratified. These requirements were set out in the case of
. S' 25FIrth V. talns where wright J. gave 3 conditions. First, the agent

whose act is sought to be rat ified must have purpoted to act for the

principal. Secondly at the time the act was done, the agent must have

had a competent principal and thirdly, at the time of ratification the

principal himself must be legally capable of doing the act in question.
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A look at these requirements brings out clearly four features of ratification

which are of importance: the agents intentions, the legal quality of the

act done by the agent, the principal's 'pos itioncc-arid::'the'.hme-,WMn..

rat ification takes place. These elements require some considerat ion,

(i) The principal's posi tion The principal must have been in existence

when the act was done for an act connot be rat ified.Qy a pri~cipal

who will come into existence at a future, date.J Ratification

can be affected by a person who is in existence either actually or in
contemplation of the law.

./

26 r.Thus in the case of Kel ner V. Baxter 0t was stated that "not only-must
the principal be in existence at the time the act was done, he must-also be
ascertained at that time"j

The imp Iicat ion is that the principal can be a Iiving person or ju:ristic

person for example limited cormarri as , It is not necessary to name the

principal but the description must be such that he can be ascertained at .
, \

the time the agent perfoms the act and the description must be such that it \'

can offer a reasonable ascertainment of the person to be bound' as principal 0

The aim here is to make 3rd parties to know with whom they are contracting.

Hence in the case of Watson V. Swann 27an agent was instructed to effect

a general policy of insurance on goods for a principal. He was unable

to do so and he therefore declared the guods on the back of the general

policy of insurance effected for himself. The goods were subsequently

lost and the principal sued on the policy. It was held that he could---
not recover since the policy was not e;~ressed to be made on his behalf

at the time it was taken outjTher-e Ior-e he could not ratify. It follows

therefore that the only person who can ratify an agent's act is the person

on whose behalf the act was perfonned. ~
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~e agent must purpot to act for an identified person. The consequence

of this rule is that if the agent purp~s to act on his own behalf, the

principal cannot ratify. Thus in the case of Keighley Maxted & Co. V. ~
28Durant, an agent bought corn at a price high~F:>4l1an.tha tjhe had. b~e~.~f:x:.-c..ckl~.0v \.,....""-"-~'+-~+ l=-~~~ ~~~

instructed. He intended to buy for his principal but he did not disclose

the fact to the seller. The principal purpoted to ratify the purchase but

later refused delivery. It was held that ratification waG ineffective

and that the principal was not liable.

~ The principal mUst have capacity to do the act in the way the aGent has acted for
example infants, insane persons and other people lacking contractual capacity

cannot ratify acts purpoted to be d~by the agent. These lack contractural
capacity to appoint agents.
(ii) Agents Intention At the time of contracting the agent must contract

for a definite identified principal otherwise there c~~ be no ratification

by another per~QS far as contractual obligations are concerned. It is of

irrpor t ance that the identitv of the person wi th whom the contract is purpoted

to have been made should be known to the 3rd party. The question as to

whether the principal can validly ratify the agent's act is detennined

by reference to the way the transaction appears to the 3rd party. This

depends on what the agent has shown either by statement or conduct, his

intention to be. This means ratification does not depend on the

way his. conduct and statement were reasonably understood by the
>Z9

3rd party to be. Thus in the case of Tiede mann and Ledermann Freres
An agent acted for X as principal, though intending the sale to be for "his

own benefit and to his own account. The 3rd party later wanted to

avoid the contract when he found out the truth, on the ground of the

false pretence about the party with whom he was contracting~X purpoted

to ratify the sale.
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It vvas held that he could do so and thus deprive the 3rd party of his

right to turn avoidable contract into a nullity.

(iii) Time for ratification_The principal must ratify in time. A contract

cannot be ratified after the time fixed for its performance has

time. What is reasonable is a question of fact and depends on the

If no such a time is fixed, it must be ratified within a reasonable

circumstances and facts of each case. Thus in the case of Bulton Partiners

V. Lam bet 3°Colton C. J said that an estate once vested cannot be

dtvested by the application of the doctrine of ratification. Ratification

by its very nature must take place after the act has been performed by

the agent. Hence in the case of Midland Bank V. Reckitt 31lord Atkin said:

"Rati f icat ion in advance seems to contradict the essential
attributes of rat ification as generally understood".

(iv) The legal quality of the act. As long as the principal is aware of
Ithe state of facts the general rule is that any acts can be ratified

whether the act is lawful or unlawful in the sense that it gives rise
,/ /.to tortious or criminal liability. However ~drsnn'ction is to be

drawn between acts which have legal validity although these can give

rise to criminal or tortious liability and acts which have no lebal effects

at all for example an u l.tra .vrres contract. The former can be rat ified whi Ie

the latter cannot be ratified. Ratification may be proved by express

acts. Any act which clearly shows the intention. of the principal is sufficient.
/

It was held in €oames V. spence~ 32that parol ratification was good even
\

though the agent's contract wi th the 3rd party had been in wri ting. As far

as implied acts are concerned, for ratiiication to be provedJthe principal'

must do same positive inequivqcal act which indicates that ratification

has taken place. / ......... l :



Silence does not amount to ratification.

is to be understood that a principal cannot adopt the favourable parts

of a transaction and disaffinn the rest. The principal must accept or .
«l Cl

reject the transaction in total although where an agent has .!!fected ~ . \r"'"V

\,~~"
~~

. ris concerns the effects of ratification, ratification provides the same

various transactions, the principal may ratify all or some.

results as if the agent had acted under antecedent authority. The principal

and the agent are treated as if they had acted for each other from the
33

beginning. Thus in the case of Risbouy? v. B(~kner t . 'the agent's

contract with a third party was later ratified by the principal. Therefore

it was only the 3rd party who could be sued by the principal for breach of

that contract and not the agent, since, once the relationship of

principal and agent was created by ratification, the agent, as in the

case of previouly created agency, ceased to be a party to the contract

between the principal and the 3rd party.

8The other effect of ratification is that it only operates in respect of

past acts on the part of the agent and it does not autl10rise the agent to

perfonn further acts in the future nor does ratification require that

the agency relationship be tenninated. Further in the event of litigation

between the agent and the 3rd party regarding a breach of warranty, the

agent is released from li-abili ty once:. : ratification has occurvaed s

Ratification may operate to turn what was an unlawful act on

agent, for which \\e was Iiable to a 3rd party, into a lawful

the. part of ·tlj)-
~,~Y>

act ~or .~ \
~v

which in consequence there will be no. liability. The other effect

of ratification is that the principal and 3rd party are put in direct

relationship with each other.
I

••••••••••••••••••••••••• I ...
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D. AGENCY CREATED BY OPERATICN OF LAIJ

This type of agency can only be justified on the grounds of public policy

for ifs existence is neither the consent of the principal nor the consent of the

agent, nor is it by conduct of the principal. It is also not by operation

of the doctrine of estoppel. Agency created by operation of the law includes
(i) Agency of necessity (2) Agency by cohabitation and the agency of a

-mistress. It is necessary to consider each of these types of a~ency.

AGENCY OF NECESSITY

•The term agency of necess4:ty has been applied in various cases but probably

it was first applied with regard to ship mastersbut thereafter any person

who could take Qr pledge the cred~trt of another in circumstances of emergency,

courts referred to that person as agent of necessity.' I wi 11 deal wi th

the circumstances in which this agency arises.

,(a) SHIP ~TERS It was recognised by the beginning of 19th century that

ship masters had authority and a duty in an emergency to take steps for

. the safety of the ship, its crew, and cargo, for the successful prosecution

of the adventure. This was basically because he would findhirnselL in a
,

distance where he could not communicate with the master. TI1e shi~aster's

right to take such steps cannot be said to be a special power but rather

an extension of his usual authority. Thus in Grand V. Norway 34 Jervis C.

J stated the above point as follows:

liThelI'.asteris a general agent to perform acts related to
the usual employment of his ship and his authority as such agent, to
perfom all such things as are necessary to the line of business
in which he is employed, cannot be limited by any private orders
not known to the party in any way deal ing wi th h irn''
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It is to be noticed that the authority of an agent is limited to the
meaning to be attributed to the word "necessity". Lindley CJ".IpPhelps

V. Hill 35 said that:

"By necessi ty is meant - - - reasonably necessary and in considering
what is reasonably necessarj, 2very material circuostanc;, must be
taken into account for example danger, distance, accomropdat ion., expense
time and so forth".

The agency of ship masters must meet one condi tion. It must be impossible for~-
the master to be able to communicate with the owners of the ship and ask for

instructions.

(b) DESERTED WIFE. The agent of necessity is also used in connection with

the wife's right to buy necessaries to support herself ~nd her family.

The wife becomes an agent of necessity where the husband· mistreates her by

leaving the matdmonial home or constructively where the husband by his

conduct forces the wife to leave him. The justification for this type of

the wife's power can be found at common law where she could not own

property. Those who supplied her with goods could only sue the husband. Her

necessities should fit to the style in which they are ~ccustbmed to living

in the joint establ ishment 36. ~1er husband credi t may be pledged for her

mentainance, the maintenance of children under her custody, or to initiate

proceeding's against her husband. If while deserted she commits adulterJ unless,,--

the husband condones it, it will have the effect of terminating the agency
~v-CJ.- ~ o,L lo...:v-.) '.

of necessi ty;. ~ ~ ~~-0 v - ,

It will suffice to say that at common IaWl agents of railway owners could

bind their principalQs if they got medical attendance for passengers injured

in a railway accident. Carriers of goods by land are treated in the same way

as shipmaster in respect of cargq they are carrying where goods have been sold

without authority of the owners where it is apprehended that the goods

might otherwise perish.
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2 Am~cy BY CXI1ABITATICN Marriage plays an important role in agency

for the relationship of principal and agent can be presumed between

a husband and a wife. This is applicable as long as they are living

together for the purposes of necessaries. The wife is said to have authority

to pledge his credit for necessaries. In the case of Philipson V. Pillyter37
I

it was observed that:

11 VJhat the law does infer is that the wife has authority to
contract for things that are really necessary and suitable tothe style
in which the husband chooses to live" In so far as the articles rall
fairly within the domestic department which is ordinarily confined
to the management of the wi fe. 11

In this type of agency, there is no implied or express consent between the

parties but the law states that in the absence of any conduct which would

make it impossible to construe the relationship as existiDG between husband

and wife, the wife is said to have presumed authority to purchase

necessaries. There are requirements for the operation of this agency.

The husband and the wife must be cohabiting. Th~have to be living

together from which it can be inferred that the wife is acting on behalf

of her husband, The other requirement is that the cohabi tation must be

in the same establishment. The parties must be living together as a husband

and a wife in circumstances which show they are a family. In the case
Deben..l-J.amV. lYElIon 38 a husband and a wife were managers and manageress

of ~ hotel where they cohabited. The wife had an allowance for clothes

but the husband forbade her pledge his credit for them. The wife bought

clothes from plantiff in her own name. She incurred a debt with the

plaintiff who demanded payment of it from the husband. It was held that

husband was not liable. This case shows that this agency is a rebuttable

presumption which can be defeated if it c~~ be shovm that she had contracted.
on her own behalf, or if there is notification to the effect that the

husband had forbidden, her to pledge his credit.
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'Dle goods must also be necessaries.

There are certain factors which can deprive the wife of this authority.

In the case of Phillipson V. Hayter 39 , it was held that if a wife orders

goods or services which are not necessaries and suitable to the style in

which she and the husband ~ustomaJY live, the husband will not be liable

"to pay. Secondly, if the husband has given the wife sufficient allowance
C\-<~\~then this will operate as an implied prohi b i t ion.to p ledge his ~.

Furtherrrore~there is evidence which can rebut the presumed agency, the

husband will not be bound. He will also not he liable where the

tradesman exclusively elects to deal with the wife as principal.

The local case of Nanyuki General Trading Stores V. lVlrsPeterson, 40is

illustrutive of the creation of an agency relationship by way of cohabitation,

In that it was held that apart from the occassional bottle of whisky,

brandly or gin, the wifers orders were for su~h things as fell within the

domestic department ordinarily confined to a wifers management and that

therefore the husband was liable to pay for such necessaries. .X
.:

3 1lIE AGEJ.~ OF A MISTRESS As long as a man and a woman are cohabi ting

together in circimrs t ances in which the outside wor ld is made to infer

that they are husband and wife, it makes no difference to the question

of agency. The man will be in the same position as a husband and will be

liable as such. Separation does deprive a mistress of her authority so

long as the tradesman has notice of the separation. Hence in the case of

Ryan V. SamS 41 the plaint iff knew that X was the defendant rs rni stress,

but at the time he did some work for X, he had no knowledge that they

had seperatedi It was held that there was evid1'nce on which the jury

could find that the de fendant vpj-gsimed authority to L~ still
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subsited and she was his agentc

It will suffice to mention that a child is not an agent of necessity

to pledge his father's credit. In law V. Wilkins 42 it was held that to

ender a parent liable for the price of necessaries)there must be same

evidence of assent, though it would appear that slight evidence would

not be enough.

In conclusion it may be observed that as far as creation of agencyr

relationship by contract is co~ered, it is mainly the rules of contract LnW

that are applicable. Agency relationship, as shown, may a also be created

by the doctrine of estoppel. Where a person who by words or conduct I

has allowed another to appear to the outside world to be his abent,he

cannot afterwords repudiate this apparent agency if to do so will cause
./

injury to 3rd parties. By involking the doctrine of estoppel the agency

relationship is created. The chapter has also shown how agency relationship

is created by ratification.in this case the agency relationship does not

exist when the agent acts, but the principal on whose behalf the agent

acts adopts the act just as if there had been authorisation to do exactly

what the agent has done. We have also seen that agency relationship

can be created by operation of law as a matter of public policy_for this

type of agency does not depend on the consent of the principal nor his

conduct.

It was necessary to consider the various ways in which the agency

relationship is created for the concept of authority, its extent,

and the agent's power, differs depending on the kind of agency involved.
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ACIUAL OR' HEAL AljTIDRI TY

Chapter one focused on the various ways by which the agency relationship

is created and as indicated thereinJthe agency relationship arises from

di fferent circumstances, Likewise} the agent"s authori ty di ffers depending

"on the way in which the agency relationship was created.

The concept of authority will be dealt with by way of the following

contention:

" that the notion of authori ty by consent of the parties is an
art ificial notion of the law which offers no guidance to the true
legal nature of agency relationship"

The agent's authority has been said to be the very core of the agency

relationship, and that this authority flows from the principal. If the

concept of authority is the very core of the agency relationship, then

it would follow that the principal will only be bound by acts which ~
v

~ ~are wi thin the agents authori ty, and arrythfng that the agent does in excess '..'
3'

of that authori ty, without the principal's consent" wi II not be binding " J.
~\\aC1 de\. k3UM~(lrurtf!

on the principal unless he adopts the act by ratification. \~

This is not always the case,and it can only be said that the agenfs authority
. ,by consent of the parties is only manifested in the agents actual authority

which is the thcr~st of this chapter.

..It is necessary, before comnencing a discussion of the agents actual

authority, to have a look at the terms" authority" and "power".

t :
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These two concepts are sometimes confused for one another.

Authority is concerned with the factual relation between the agent

and his principal. It is what the parties have agreed between themselves

that the agent shall do on behal f of the principal. The termt-authority

is sometimes used to denote both facts and legal relations.

Auther Corbin 1 argues that it is undesirable to have this

- Conduct of a person (acts or fore bear ance ].

double usage and to Iimi t the use of the term to the facts alone.
Facts whether operative or in operative may be;

- Other events (physical change excluding human conduct )

- and other events(neither conduct nor physical change~)

The concept of authority as articulated by Corbin is as follows:

fIAuthority in law of agency denotes an oral or written
communication from the principal to the agent/expressing an actual
intent ion that the agent shall act on the principal's behalf in
one or more transactions with 3rd persons or causing the agent
reasonably to believe that such was the principal's intentionfl2

flpower;'on the other hand, is concerned wi th the extent to which

the agent is capable of altering his principal's legal relationship

with 3rd parties. Generally, the extent of this power will be governed

by the authority conferred to the agent. According to Corbin 3
"power " is an individual's personal capaci ty of the donee: to do something.
ProfersSer Honfeld Cautions against calling a power a capacity.
It is true that scrne holder of power may have something approximating

capacity although the power of the agent is not capacity. A power

is personal to the holder, it may not be an obligation to exercise

it. It is treated by law, in some instances because of and in accordance

with the will of that whose property or legal relationship are affected by

-its exercise, and in other instances irrespective of his will. Professor
'5Corbin observes that:

!
••••••••••••• I
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IIAuthority differs from power; authority is a fact, power is a
legal relation includi~g either oral or written communication to
the agent. prWTer is nei ther conduct nor document. Authori ty may create
-cower but not always; power is created by other operative facts.
AUthority uenotes merely the factual relationship between principal
and agent, power expresses the concept of possible future changes in
the legal relations of principal with 3rd parties. Authority merely
discusses an historical event power predicts possible events in the
future",

On the distinction between power and authority Bowstead 6 has the following ~o

offerll
:

''yet it may be said that authority and power are different. This is so
in the sense that authority like pessession ; is thought of as a fact
from which legal consequences should arise, in the paradigm case, the -
reason why it seems reasonable for the agent to have the power is that
the principal has conferred something on him from which it stems,
called authority. Thus cases where the agent has power but cannot
be regarded. as having been given authority by the principal seem
exceplinal, and it is said that there is only apparent authority ---
authority like possession carries the image of paradigm case justifying
a legal result, power is neutral and simply states the results
regardless of the reason for itll

AClUAL AUIHJRI'lY

col\.l-ro..ck-
Actual authority may be equated to agency created by c2!lduct and~under

the doctrine of ratification. It is the type of authority which as a matter

of fact, nas been given to the agent by the principal under the agreement 01'

contract which has been made between them. In Freeman and Lockyer V. Buck Hurst

Park Properties 7 Diplock LT commented on this type of authority as follows:
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"Actual authority is a legal relationship between principal
and agent created by a consensual" 'lgreernent to which they alo!.le
are parties. Its ,scope is to be ascertained by applying ordinar~y
principles of coJtruction of contracts including any proper "
implications froml the express words used, the usages of trade or
course of business between the parties"8

~"~Express authority is divided into three categories. That is express

authority, implied authority and usual or customary authority. Each of

these categories of actual authority will be dealt with.

/f

a. EXPP.ESS AUllDRITI i

Express authority is a legal relationship between the principal and the
i £\\~agent created by a consesual agreement to which they alone are parties.

The whole of its contents can be discovered in actual words u~ed by the

principal whether oral or written. This authority is specifically created

and limited to the purpose to which it was given. Thus anything done

by the agent in excess of the authority will not bind the principal. The

extent of the agent's authority depends on the true construction of the

words of appointment. 1f the words of appointment 'ar e vague or ambiguous

the principal may be bound if the agent, in good faith interprets them

in a sense not intended by the principal. Hence in the case of Weigaf:jV.

Ruciman 9 the principal instructed the agent to fix a steamer intending

the agent to let a steamer. It was held that the principal was liable

when the agent instead hired a steamer.

The agent's express authority may ~e contained in a deed which is normally

referred to as a power of attorney.~is particular authority will be

construed strictly in accordance with the following rules:

1. It is 1imi ted to the purposes for which it was given; anything done by

the agent in excess of authority, therefore, will not bind the principal a
•

2. If in thejPower of attorney there are general words that have been used,

"-
then these words are limited by other special words describing the

specific duties the agent is authorised to do.
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The case of Jacobs V. [mrris 10 iSlllustrative of the above. In this------------

case a power of attorney gave the agent power to purchase goods in

connec t ionwi th a ce r t a i n bV.!ililess and tc- rnake , dr-aw, sign, accept, or endorse

fer and on oeha l f of the principal bi 115 of exchange or promissory notes .i f

the"} shoul d be necessary for the purchase of gOOGS or in conduct of

business. The agent purpoting to act in pursuance of the power, borrowed

money &nd gave bills of excnange drawn on the pri~cipal in respect of the

loan. It was held that the agent had exceeded the authority given to him

in the power of attorney and therefore the principal was not liable on the

bills.

3. If the operative part of the deed is ambiguous, then the recitals

will govern the const ruct ion.nf the power of attorney. The case of Danby

V. Courts/ 11 illustrates the above point. In this case the operative part

of the power of attorney did not mention any term which the power was to

continue. rbwever the recitals stated that the purpose of the deed was

that the principal should have an agent while he was abroad. It was held

that the a5'ent' s authori ty was 1 imi ted to the period of the principal's

absence from the count r-y , The agent's authori ty conferred by the power

of a deed is that which is wi thin the four corners of the instrument

-e i ther in express terms or by necessary impl icat ion. The case of

Hewalace Exparte VJarrace 12 illustrate what is meant by necessary implication.
,

The power of at torney authorised the agent to corrmence and carry on or

to defend,at law or in equity all action, suits or other proceedings

vvhich concerned the principal's personal estate. It was held that this

authorised the agent to sign, on the principal's behalf, a bankr~tcy

petition against one of the principal debtors .

.
The af:;ent' s author i ty may also be contained it" a document . Here the approach

is that the a§;ent' s authori ty is determined by looking at the purpose of the

al:;;ency, for example, the surrounding cLrcumstances, and the usual course

I
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of business in which the agent is concerned. In the case of Ashford Shire

Council v. ~pendable Mbtors ,13the court observed that:

"Tne extent of an agent authori ty, if iT]. doubt must be determined by
inference from the whole circumstances~14

In that case it was held that a shire engineer, not expressly authorised

to do so, was acting within the scope of his authority in describing to

sellers of a tractor so as to show that he was relying on the sellers "skill

and judgement in making h'is report to hi s principal.

If there is any ambisuUyabout the wording of the agents authori ty, the

agent wi LL have acted wi thin hi s authori ty so long as he acts in good faith

and in accordance with reasonab~ construction of his authority. In the

case of Ireland V. Livingston 15 the principal asked his agent to get

him 500 tons of sugar at a certain price. The agent was told that 50

_ tons rmre or less was of no importance as long as the price was right.

The agent bought 400 tons at that price which was the total armunt he could

obtain. It was held that the principal was bound to accept this armunt -because

what the agent had done, in the circumstances could reasonalby be interpreted

as within the terms of his authority.

Authority is implied when it is incidental to and necessary for the

effective exercise of the agents express authority, and every agent has

implied authority to do everything necessary for the carrying out

of his express authority. The inference of implied authority is necessit~ted

by the fact that what is expressed when the agency relationship is created

does not cover the acts performed by the agent,"

., , . , , , , , , , /.~ ~-
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It is a ls-, possible that the only way of construing the document which

contains the agentfs power is by making necessary implications.

more~over there could be no statement of the document which clarifies

, the exaci authority of the agent and this can only be known byinfering
C::Q-~€J

,a cer t ai.. impl ied authori ty. Lord Denning said in thef!-fHutchinson

V. Bray J lead ,16 that authori ty is impl ied from the circumstances of

the case and from the conduct of the parties such as when a board of director

appoints one of their members to be a managing director, they thereby

impliedly authorise him to do all such things as fall within the usual

scope o I'that office. i The imp Iicat ion here is that for impl ied authority

to arise there must be express authority from which same terms can be

implied md inorder to discover what acts fall within the scope

of implied authority, regard must be made to the circumstances which

attend 1he agentfs authority. The contract of the agency must be

interprqed in the light of what is necessary to imply into it inorder

to make it effective. Thus if there is evidence available to the other

party wi th whom the agent contracts I the principal has not so consented,

t~en thl~ implication. cannot be made and there would be no implied

authority.
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There are some a~ents who are said to have implied authority some of

who include auctioners, brokers, shipmaster and factors. Auctioners

have implied authority to sign a contract on behalf of both the vendor

and the purchaser unless there is a mistake on the part of either the

vendor or purchaser. An auctlone, does not have authority to receive

payment, except in cash and he cannot give credit. He cannot also warrant

for the goods he sells nor can he sell at less than the reserved price.

If the auction is subjected to reserve price, if he does sell he will be

liable for breaches of implied authority. Ship masters also have

authority to do all such things as are nece~sary for proper prosecution

of the voyage. in connection with brokers, a broker may act in accordance

with the usages of and rules of the market in which he normally deals

but the rules must be reasonable. Factors may sell good-ent rus t ed to them

in their own names unless a factor has been expressly prohibited from

selling in his name. If a factor sells in his own name he may receive

payment. He may also in the way he thinks best include se lling on

reasonable credit te~. If he has been instructed to sell goods he may

not pledge them or batter them.

c. USUAL OR aJSTUv1ARY AUIHJRI'lY

This is the kind of authority which the agent possesses as regards his

business tr~or prof~sion, place in which the particular agent is

employed, for the purpose of carrying out his authority or anything

necessary or incidental to. It is the authority which persons dealing

with the agent, and have knowledge of the trade, would expect him to

have. A principal who employs an agent to act for him in a particular

market authorises the agent to act in accordance with the customs of

the market.
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The theoritical justification for the agents usual authority can be

found in the case of Watteau V. Fenwick 17 where Willies J said by way

of obiter dicta, that:

"The principal is Iiable for all the agent Ts acts which are wi thin
the authority usually confided to an age~t of that character. This
is so despite limitations as between the principal and the agent
upon that authority" 18

This means that the principal will be liable even if he has prohibited

-or restricted the agent from act ing in the way he has done un less he had

notice of the limitation. There is a well established principle that if

a person employs another as an agent in a character which involves a

particular authority, he cannot, by secret reservation, deprive him

of that authority.

Usual authority appears to be similar to the doctrine of holding out an age~t

as having apparent authority. These two types of authority are different

in the sense that the apparent authority comes as a representation to

the outside world that someone is an agent where the relationship has not

been expressly created or has not been intended to cover the transaction

whereas usual authority is an aspect of express authority. Apparent

authority is subjective in the sense that it is determined by the conduct

o~ the principal as reasonably understood by the particular 3rd party

while the agentTs usual authority is objective for it rests on what

is usual in a particular trade, business or profession.

Case law would best explain how the agentTs usual authority works. In
Edmmd V Bu h 11 19 th .. lId t ts . s e, e prlnclpa emp oye an agen 0 manage a

business in which the drawing and accepting of bill of exchange was

incidental and usual.
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But the principal stipulated that the agent should not draw or accept

bills of exchange. The agent disr-egarded his instructions, accepted a

bill of exchange and it was held that the principal was liable to ~(, ~

the endorse~ of the bill who took without knowledge of the principal's

restriction on the agent's authority. From this case it can be inferred

that once a man is put into a posi t ion of a mana;:;erof a business which

normally carries with it the power to transact certain kinds of legal

acts, then such manager has authori ty to do whatever is norrnal or usual. Where

·~the) principal is disclosed (where the principal's name has been disclosed

or revealed to the 3rd party by the a~~nt), the agent will have usual....-
authority to do what is normal in such business unless those whom he

deals with know that such usual authority has been excluded by something

expressly said by the true principal.

The knowledge of such an exclusion of what would be normal or usual may

be expressly given to a 3rd party -oy the priilcipal or implicit frcruwhat

the principal does,or the surrounding circumstances. In the case

'~Dann v. Simmins20the principal, whose name appeared on the Licence

employed the agent as a manager of a "tried" house and authorised him to

buy spiri ts only f'romX. The agent bought from Y. It was held that the

"principal was not liable to Y because Y, as a person involved in this

trade, should have known that it was usual for a manager to be authorised
-fro",,>

to buy goods only~specified persons and he knew that he was not a person

from whom the agent would normally have been authori sed to buy. In this

case the agency was disclosed. The 3rd party Sh?llid have been aware that

there might be restrictions. The above case. can be contrasted with the case
of \vatteau V. Fenwick21. The principals, who were a firm of brewers,

employed an agent as a manager of a beer house. The principal forbade.
the agent from buying ar~icles for the business although doing so was

within the usual course of such manager's conQuct of affairs.
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The pripcipals wanted to supply the articles themselves. The agent

ordered articles of the forbidden kind from ;~who later disclosed the

existence of the principals. It was held that the principal was liable to

X for the price of the articles.-

The above cases indicate that where a person is employed in a position

which usually carries with it the authority to transact certain kinds of legal

business, such a person will still be endorwed by law with this authority

.despite any undisclosed Iimitat ion which may have been made by the principal.
1-]

It is sulmi tted that where the pr inc ipa lgundi sc losed ( This is where the pr inc ipa l'S

existence is not known by the 3rd party so that the latter does not know

the person he deals with is somebodyS agent),usual authority may not

be of relevance in determining the posi tion of the part ies. Dealing wi th

customary authority, it can be said that a principal who employs an agent

to act for him in a par t.i.cularmarket authori ses L'1e agent to act in :

accordance wi th the customs and usages of such a market, place of bus iness e+.c

Thus in the case of Bay Iiffe V. Butter Worth 22 9arke B. put the rule in

these words:

"Lf there is a particular place, an established usage in a manner
of dealing and making of contracts, a person who is employed to
deal with or to nnke a contract there, has an implied authority
to act in the usual way.Tl23

The custom must be known to the principal or notorious such that he

cannot be heard to say that he has no knowledge of it. The custom should

also not conflict with or affect the inherent nature of agency relationship

for such a custom is not reasonable. Although a custom controls the

mode of performance of a contract, it c~~ot change its intrinsic

character. Thus in the case of Robinson V. Mbllet 24 a principal authorised

his agent to buy tallow for him. The agent in accordance wi th the custom

in this trade bought in his name in large quantities than the principal needed.
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The principal refused to accept the goods, the agent sold the tallow and

sued the principal for price difference. It was held that the principal

was not bound by this custom of the trade of which he had no knowledge

of because the effects was to make the agent a principal Vis-a-vis

3rd parties which was inconsistent with the character of the broker.

The custom must be reasonable and lawful, if while lawful it is unreasonable,

the principal will not be bound unless he consents.

However, a custom, although val id and normally appl icab le, wi 11 not affect

agency relationship created by contract where the contract of agency expressly

excludes such a custom. In Ben ham Reeves V. Christens~ 25 the plaintiffs

. who were estate agents, asse!ted that they could involke a custom to the
,..

effect,that they could B~~signs on property wi th which they were
e-, I \\"C. ~c,

dealing on behalf of their principal. ~ pl~intiff did not want such

signs erected and when they were, he refused to pay ten per cent of the

agents bill. It was held that he was not bound to pay that amount

as he had informed the agents that he did not want the sign erected with

the result that the contract between the parties contained a term to such
effect, thereby making the custom inoperative. Despite the customary

factor which binds the principal, the agent still has to obtain the

initial authority from the principal. Lack of authority would mean that the

principal would not be bound. The observation to be made is that the

agent who pleads the existence of usages and customs must prove the

very existence of his authority. In other words, the agent must have

obtained authority to act in such a position from the principal, lack of

which will preclude the principal from liability.
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\ThiS chapter has dealt with the agent's actual authority, first by

attempting a distinction between authority and power. The distinction

which was adopted as a working tool was that of Auther Corbin 26 which

showed that authority, is a fact which includes the principal's conduct

or written communications. Authority, it was further seen, denotes

merely the factual relationship between the principal and the agent. This

being. the case, it can be seen that the concept of authority is an artificial

notion of the law for it does not explain how the principal who employs

another (agent) to perfo~ certain tasks on his behalf, can be put into

direct relationship with a 3rd party who was not a party to the initial

relationship between principal and agent. It was observed that authority

merely shows an historical event but does not focus on future changes

of showing how the principal is subjected to rights and liabilities with

the 3rd party. The agent's authority is not therefore enough to explain

the legal effects of agency relationship.

It was noticed from the same author (60rbin) that, power is a legal

relation, it is neither a conduct nor document and that it can be created

by authority, although not always. It was seen that power expresses

the possible future changes in the legal relationship of principal with

3rd persons. Power, therefore, produces possible events in the future.

From the above distinction, it can be seen that the legal effect of

putting the principal and 3rd party in a direct relationship can only be

adequately explained by the element of power which the agent is said to

possess. It anables him to affect the principal's position, the 3rd

party's and at times his own position. It is he~~not the agent's

authoni ty which is the central feature of ag-ency relationship but it is--
his power for it is what explains the legal cOilsequences between the

parties. The notion authority only helps us in knowing what the agent

can and cannot do but it is superficial in the sense that it is used
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by law to encampass the notion of the agent's power which explains the

true legal relationship between the principal and the 3rd party.

As far as actual authority is concerned, the power can be said to flow

directly from the agent's authority. The agency relationship is therefore a

power - liability relationship.

It was noted that actual authority is a legal relationship created

by a consensual agreement between the parties and it is construed by looking

at the ordinarly words used, trade, and the course of business. This

authority being a consensual one, it can be said that, it is created by

the consent of the parties and its purposes can be ascer t ained by looking

at the documents conferring it. Actual authority is divided into express

authority, implied authority, and usual or customary authority.

A look at these different types of the agent's authority/shows that in

the strict sense, its only the agent's express authorit~which can be in

the form of the power of attorney or contained in a document, which can be

said to be by consent of the parties. In case of express authority, it is

limited to the purposesto which it was conferred. A~ far as express

authority is concerned/it is limited to the purposes to which it was given and it
r,

S witnin the four corners of the instrument. The principal will only be

bound by those acts that he has authorised the agent to do. It is therefore

possilbe to ascertain to what extent and to what limitation the principal

will be bound by the acts of the agent by being subjected to rights

and liabilities with a 3rd party. The 3rd party is also assumed to know

the kind of authority that the agent possess for he can ascertain it from I

the document or the deed that confers the authority. In such
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a situation he can knoVJ who to sue as between the principal and the

agent so as to enforce his rights.

It was also noted that every agent has impl ied authori ty to do everything-

incidental to and necessary in order~arry out his express authority.

It is to be observed that the const ruc+ron of the agents authori ty is

beyond what the parties by their acts had agreed to be the extent of

the authority. The contract of agency is therefore constrUed by what can
be inferred fro.m the existing circumstances. However, for implied

authori ty to arise there must be express authori ty conferred to the

agent. Usual or customary authority was also considered as an element

of actual authority. This is the kind of authority which the agent

possesses as regards his business, trade or profession"usages and

custo~lfor the purpose of carrying out his authority or anything

necessary or incidental to. Usual or customary authority is based upon the

idea of sett led and vie 11 understood trade, business or professional usages

evidence of which has to be produced should a dispute arise. The agent

who pleads those usages,customs a'lldprofessional practice has to prove

the very existence of his authori ty. Implied authori ty is different

from usual authority as it is based on business efficacy.

,,

It is submitted that whether the agent~ authority is implied, usual

or customary, it can be said to be founded on business efficacy for it

would be difficult to include each and every term of the agent~

authority in a document. Therefore for speedy distribution of goods

and services to the . consumers} who are the wage; e.arners and .salan i.ed

personnel and who are the mojority, the agent~ authority has to be inferred

from the known professional usages, the nature of the trade business and

customs of the place.

. . - /.
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The assumption here is that the 3rd party who contracted with the

abent is aware of the customs, the nature of the trade, and profession,

which is not necessarily the case. The law can clearly be seen to

safeguard the interests of the producers. The extension of the agent's

express authority should therefore be seen to be justified by the need

for rrore production,need forwidermarkets ::mdservices and . distribution of
goods and services.

If the producers are to achieve the above, the agent's authority is not

to be limited by what is contained in a document or a deed but such

authority is extendedin scope to what is incidental to the exercise of

Bxpress authority. The aim of the law is to increase the productive

forces which are owned and controlled by the better social class.

The essence of the agency relationship is important, for comcerce would

ground to a halt if the agent, before contracting with a 3rd party was

to be limited by what is expressly conferred to him in a document. It

should be noted that the foundamental aspect of capitalist commercial

law is that once goods are produced they must reach the ultimate consumer

and such goods are produced for their exchange value. This enables the cY
r-~~

i~dustrial.ist appropriate,capitalise and accorrrrodata, the sulpus value.27 ~~ V'~

~i.oY~\-.cThis foundamental aspect therefore would not be achieved if the agent only '~nY I

~v-f!""
operated under the express authority, for goods and services sold in the ~~

market would be limited. Therefore,the need for wider markets and continous

capitalist expansion, make the producer of goods as of necessity employ

agents to make contracts on his behalf and such agents,tlITough their

power are able to affect the principal position by putting him into

direct relationship with the 3rd party.
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However, the agents implied authority, usual or customary, cannot exist

independently but are set in motion by the very acts of the principal

and the agent and for this reason these types of authority can be

said to arise from the consent of the parties.
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Q-JAPTER THP.EE

APPAREHr AND PllliSUViED AWrlli.I'IY

1 . APPA!:1ENT AUllDRI'IT

(he 0 f the"ways in whi ch agency re Iat ionshi pis created, as was shown

i•• chapter one: is by the doctrine of estoppel. Estoppel ~ans that

a person who has allowed another to believe that a certain state of affairs

exists, with the result that there is reli~~ce upon such belief, cam10t

aftervvards be heard to say that the true state of affairs was different, if

to do so will involve the other party in sufferin~ so~ kind of detrir.ent.

Applied to a~ency, this means that a person who by words or conduct has

alIovred another to appear to the outside world to be his agent, cannot

afterwards repudiate this apparent agency if to do so would cause injury

to 3rd parties. Be is treated as if he had author ised the vagent .to act

as he had done.

\:711erethe doctrine of estoppel operates to create ail agency relationship,

the agent is said to have apparent or o~tensible authorit7. ~ven in

. the absence of prior agreeme~t as to authority, or subsequent ratification

of the unauthorised acts, a person can become a principal by placIng

another in a situation in which, accoro lng to the ordinary usage of

marucind, that other is understood to represent and act for the person who 1St
~o h\m

has"placed.*~. Bveryt hing depends 0:::1 the way the situat ion appears

to the outside world,what is usual and reasol1able to infer m:d the

re liance which is placed by 3rd parties upon apparent author i ty of the

person with whom they are dealing. "The principal is said to "ho ld out "

as his agent the person represented as having authority to act on his

oeha l f ,
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Apparent authority may be observed in two kinds of cases. The a~ent

may have no actual authority at all, t~ere may be no relationship of

principal and agent and by virtue of the doctrine of estoppel such

apparent authori ty is created. The other way in which apparent authori ty

is created is where there is a relationship of principal and agent but

the au:hority may be limited by the agreement between the parties If t}{e

"agent exceeds his authori ty and as long as the 3rd party is not aware, the

doctrine of estoppel is invotked and the agent~ authority is extended

to bind 'the principal.

The principal is liable for unauthorised act within the apparent authority

of the agent where;

(a) the principal has made a representation

(b) that this man has authority to act as his agent

(c) the representation is by words or conduct

(d) to a 3rd party

(f) and infact
,:v
,

(e) Calculated to degeive the 3rd party
Irelied upon by the 3rd party

So to h..s cie /-n~e,",~

Apparent authority in the strict sense does not exist but the law looks

at the factual arrangement between the parties to determine whether there is

authority, the law goes outside the factual position and .declar-es the (_ >+- :0+-
/: ~\>..\'\...PV\ \ '\

agent to have authority and by the exercise of apparent~utho~rity~~

the agent affects the legal position of the person whose conduct made

him to appear to have that authority, for example the principal.
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r-~- "
The case of Livingston V. Fuhrma..12 is adequa t e'<author i ty for the proposition

that the agent's apparent authority is the product of\the principal's conduct,

his representation that the agent is authorised to act on his behalf. In

this case ~s. FuhTITIanwas interested in buying a diamond ring and was given

the name and card of a man named Lassover ..---- The address and telephone number

listed on that card turned to be those of Livingston and Company. She called

lassover at the indicated address, went to the store and eventually bought a

ring from him. She later bought a wrist watch by the same proCedure. When

the watch got spoilt, she took it to Livingston for repairs. He sent it to

the factory but later informed her that the watch was in such a condition that

it could not be repaired. She sued Livingston and company for breach of

warr-anty testifying that she had thought Lassover was working for Livingston.

Livingston on the other hfuid testified that Lassover was an independent

jeweller. He had peTITIittedLassover to use the telephone, address and store

premi ses but he had no connect ion wi t11Lassover' s sales. It was observed by

judge Hood that:

"Livingstonhad clothed Lassover with at least apparent authority
to act as his agent. Apparent authority may result from a manifestation
of consent made to a 3rd party inferred from words or conduct which
al though ordinari Iy nok.: indicat ing such consent, cause the 3rd person
because of facts known to both parties, reasonably to believe that such
consent exists either where the apparent principal intended to cause
such belief or where he ought to have anticipated such belief would be
caused3n

He concluded that r~s. Fuhrman went to the appellants retail store and was

shown jewelty by a salesffifu'1. 5She could reasonably assume that the sale~

vms the agent of the owner of the store and not acting as an independent

jeweller mid the appellent was bound to anticipate that the situation p~TITIitted

by him might reasonably lead to such a conclusion. The case of Cr orgden and
t r •

Co. V. Reliance Fire Sprinkler4 :is also to the,.
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effect that apparent authori ty is a product of the principal's

conduct. Here a 3rd party was not liable to the principal when the

agent had made a fraud~lent misrepresentation in the course of negotiating

the contract even though the agent acted without express instructions.

In this respect, the principal was bound by what he had done as he had

entrusted the negotiations to the agent.

The agents apparent authori ty is di fferent from actual authori ty 'for

it does not resul t from consent of the principal and the agent. There has

been confusion where apparent authority has been referred to as usual

authority because that is what a 3rd party would expect an agent to have

in the ordinary course of events .The case of 5Hely-Hutchinson V. B~ay Head~
is an example of a situation where apparent authority has been referred to

as implied and usual authority. A statement which can lead to such a confusion

is to be found in the judgement of lord _Denning NfL where he said:

"Thus when the board of directors appoint one of their number
to a position of a managing director/they invest him not only
with implied authority but also ostensible authority to do all such
things as fall wi trrin the ~ scope of the o ff icet' G.

Lt is to be noticed that actual authority and app~ent authority do not exist

exclusive of each other but these two types of authority are different.

Apparent authority is d1 fferent from irrp lied authori ty in the sense that

the latter is the authority which the agent possesses over and above

his eA~ress authority granted by the principal. The agent possesses implied

authority as a result of the construction of his contract of agency in the

right of trade, business e ff icacy, place and profession in which the agent
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is employed. Apparent authority on the other hand comes about as a

result of the operation of the doctrine of estoppel and the agent

is said to possess the authority in view of what a reasonable

3rd party would understand the conduct or statements of principal and the

agent to be. In order to prove the existence of implied authority

it must be shown that the act performed by the agent was necessarily

incidental to the proper performance of his agency or that some trade,

profession or other practice justified his acting in such a manner but

to prove apparent authority it must be sho~n that the principalE conduct

was such as to mislead the 3rd party and to induce him to rely upon ~

the existence of the agency to his detriment. Implied authority is

therefore based on prior consent between the principal and the agent whereas

apparent authority is based on principal~ conduct or representation

which creates obligations on the principal as a result of the 3rd

par tys reliance .on the representation made by the principal. In the case

of Freeman and Lockyer V. BucKhurst Park Properties Ltd 7 Diplock C. J

explained that apparent or ostensible authority was;

II A legal relationship between the principal and the contractor
intended to be and infact acted upon by the contractor, that
the agent has authority to enter on behalf of the principal into
a contract of a kind within the scope of the apparent authority
so as to render the principal liable to perform any obligations
imposed on him by such a contract n 8 .
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Once a person has been appointed as an agent he is invested with authority
I

to do whatever is usual in the trade, business or profession in which he

is employed. There are some cases where the agent has not been appointed

as such by the principal but he is believed to be an agent on the basis of

the principal's representation. The agent's authori ty in such cases

may depend on what is reasonable for the 3rd party to believe it to be

in the light of what authority such a person would possess if he had been

appointed,the 3rd party believes he is dealing with an agent of a certain

class, the authority he believes may be the kind of authority which is

usual for an agent of the class to posses. In such cases the usual

authority is coincident with apparent authority. Apparent authority

differs from usual authority in the sense that the principal has represente~

but not authorised the agent to act as his agent.
I

Apparent authority is also
,------------

based on representation either by words or conduct to the outside world,

by the principal, that the agent has authority while usual authority

is based on prior consent between the principal and the agent.

However there\is a feature which is common to both apparent and usual

authority. If a 3rd party is aware of the fact that the agent has neither

implied nor apparent authority, or ought to have been on his guard against

the lack of such authority he will not rely on either doctrine to

make principal liable. Lt is important for the 3rd party to differentiate

the status of the employee who is acting or purpo t ing : to act. If he is

in ~- position to negotiate contracts for the employer, it is reasonable

for the 3rd party to assume that the employee has apparent authority. If

he occupies a minor position like a clerk, it would be unreasonable to

conclude that the agent has apparent authoritYJ 3rd parties ought to know

e~loyees of that kind lack the necessary authority to transact the

kind of business involved.
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One situation where the 3rd party may have notice of want or limitation

of authority attributed to the agent is where the transaction is of such

a usual nature that any reasonable person in the position of

a 3rd party would be put on his inquiry.

In cases where the 3rd party may have notice of want of authority
I

estoppel wi ll not be possible. Thus in the case of Jensen V. South T-rai'l'

lVbbile Ltd 9 The 3rd party entered into a contract to purchase a

mobile home. The contract provided that all sales had to have a final

approval of an officer of the principal's company. This was known

by the 3rd party, but the agent stated that he had received such

approval for the purchase in question. It was held that the agent could

not confer authority upon himself and the knowledge o~ limitation

on the agen~s authority affected the 3rd part~~ claim that the

principal was estopped from denying that the agent acted with authority.

Thus once a 3rd party knows or ought to know that the agent has

limited authority in respect of certain transactions, he cannot rely

on any alleged representation and the agent cannot affect the principals

contractual position. The fact that the agent was acting in his

own interests, may be used to show that the 3rd party knew or ought

to have known that the agent had no authority to act as he did and

therefore it may make the doctrine of estoppel inoperative as well as

showing that the representation by the pri~cipal/if an~ was not the

proximate cause of the 3rd party's reliance and detriment.

The above cases could be looked at as instances where the agent by

virtue of his posi tion had some actual authority "UPon.the st reng th

of which 3rd parties rel~ed only to discover that the agent had abused
\

his authority for his own benefit.
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A case which could be viewed in this conext is that of

t~ bro V. nurnand 10 In this case the principal, a group of underwriters

at Lioyds authorised the agent, another underwriter to llilderwrite insurance

policies in the name of the principal &nd agent. The agent was a director or

a comp&ny X, &~d in the nmnes of hiQself and the principal, the agent ~~derwrote

a pol icy of guaranteeing the bi lls of X, CX1e such bi 11 drawn upon X was accepted

by the 3rd party who knew nothing of the exact nature of the authority given

to. the agent. \lIJhenthe bi 11 was not met, the 3rd party sued the agent and his

principal upon such policy of guaruantee. It was held that since the llilderwriting

of such policies was wi thin the ordinarly course of business o f Ll oyds underwri ters,

the agent had acted within his usual or i~lied authority and the 3rd party could
•not be expected to know in guar-anteezt'ng this part icular company's bi 11

the agent was also acting in his own interests as a director. Therefore the

principal was liable to the 3rd party.

EXrENr OF APPARENT AUIHJRITI

.The predo~~t idea here is that if the principal has clothed the

agent with all the indicia of the authority to act, thereby misleading

3rd parties fuld the agent there upon deals with the goods of the principal

as though he were infact authorised to do so, the agent will bind the

principal by what he does. The extent of apparent authority depends on the

representation which has been expressly made or impliedly can be made

from the position in which the principal has placed the agent. ~1any of the

cases where the doctrine of apparent authority is invoked is in cases

involving dealings by the agent with property belon~ing to the principal.
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we of the important ways in which an agent may appear to have

authority to act on behalf of his principal is where he is in possession

of the principal's property and he deals with such property in an

authorised way.

An owner of goods will be regarded to have clothed another person with

indicia of authority to act on his behalf where there is delivery
and express authority to the agent to: di spose off the property and

where there is delivery plus representation by the pri'ncipal to the

3rd party that the agent has authority. In these two types of cases, there

is limited express authority in the first instance into which the law

grafts ar. apparent authority whereas in the second case, there never was

any express authority at all.

In all cases the problem is to detennine the inference which a reasonable

man could have drawn from the conduct of the ovmer in relation to his

property and in determining this/one has to bear in mind the notice to

the3rd party of the agent's want of authori ty in which case he wi 11 not

be protected. If there are any secret 1imit it ions on the authority,

these wi 11 be irrelevant and the 3rd party wi 11 nevertheless be protected

One will also have to consider the inference which a reasonable

man would draw from his knowledge of the position of the agent and

the kind of authority nonnally entrusted to such an agent.

A few cases will illustrate the above points. In the case of

Farguherson Bros V. King,ll the agent in question,a clerk to a

timber merchant was not the one who nonnally would have authority

to sell goods for his principal, even though infact, he

he 'had' :.certaJn' aut~rity' 'to make ~tne' "saIes
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.as well as authori ty to sign de llve ry orders: It was held that the
3rd party was not entitled to rely on the fact that the agent

apparently had authority to dispose of his principals goods and the

principal was able to recover the goods from the 3rd party.

The case of Brocklesby V. Temperance Building Society 12. IIS a so

illustrative.An agent, the son of the property owner, was given the

authori ty to borrow money for hi s father from X bank. For this purpose

he was given documents which enable<Lhimt.b obtain the ti t le: deeds

to the property from a another bank with which they were deposited as

security for a 10fu~, the son having obtained the deeds deposited them with the

y bank as security for a larger loan which the father wanted and kept the

excess: for himself. Later he forged certain documents which made him

appear owner of the land in question and sold the land to building

societies which paid off the y bank. When the father sued the building

societies, it was held that he could recover the land but that he was bound

by what the son had done to the extent that he had to pay the building

societies the armunt of the loan obtained from y bank which the building

socie1ies had paid.

It would appear- from the above case that delivery of tittle deeds to an

agent either directly or indirectly in circumstances in which the agent

is made to appear to the outside world as the owner of such de~ds, will

give rise to estoppel. In cases of apparent authority the test is

what a reasonable man in the position of the 3rd party would believe,

as a 'result of the principal's conduct or language, was the posit ion

and authority of the agent when he transacted.
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For the sake of ccrrp Je t ene sa , . it is necessary to consider the workings

of apparent authority on the doctrine of undlscloseo principal.

APi?LlCA3fLITYOF .:U>PARENI' AUlH)RITY CN 1BE :a:x:;rnINE OF UNDISCWSED

PRINCIPAL

As it was shown in chapter two, an undisclosed principal is one whose

existence the 3rd party is unaware of so that the 3rd party does not know the

per-son with whom he is dealing is anybody's agent. The notion of apparent

authority and its workings on the doctrine of undisclosed principal is

difficult :to-rationalise andh0rmonise;~it is difficult if not impossible

to reconcile .all the cases in part icular the case of Watteau V. Fer:wtick13
especially if that case is approached from the stand point of apparent

authority for example on the basis that it was concerned with holding out

of the agent by a undisc.Iosec .principal and consequent estoppel of the

'principal.

A question may be asked to the effect that what precisely is undisclosed

principal representating to the outside world when'rhe ho Ids out the

agent as: being and having the power of a principal? Logically it would

seem that there is no limit to the extent of such an agent~ authority.
Professor Q.)nant 14 takes the view that in ~uch instances the principal

is liable because he has made the agent appear to be an o~ner which

would seem to be a straight forward example of estoppel by virtue of

the undisclosed principal's conduct. However can it be said that there

are any limitations on such apparent owner? and if so, what are

the limitations? The most logical and reasonable conclusion to be drawn·

is that there are no limitations on the powers of such ~~ apparent owner.
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The effect of such a conclusion wou ld be to render the undisclosed

principal open to unlimited liability. Hence the refused by an Ontario

court in ~illclaughlinV. Gentles 15 to hold undisclosed principal liable

without limit. In this case the plaintiff sought to recover from the

defedents who were members of a company formed to explore and test mining

properties, the price of the goods supplied on the order of one of the

defendants) C I and on his credit. At the time the goods were supplied, the

plaintiff did not know that C was a member of the company or was acting

for others. He thought therefore that C was the principal. Vfuen the plaintiff

sued, he did so on the basis that C was the agent of the other members,his

.undisclosed principals. They had not held C out as an agent, .they had not

heard of the plaintiff and the funds provided by the defendants for exploring

and test ing had been exhauat.edand C's authori ty to act for the defendants

revoked before the plaintiff supplied any goods.

In the circumstances of the above case it was held that other than C himsel~

.the de fendant s were not liable totl).~ o laint i ff. It would be difficult

to justify such a limitation except on the basis of policy namely that

.it would be unwise to permi t an undisclosed pr-i ncipa l. to be bound by

anything done by his agent at least as long as it was connec t ed wi th

the'business entrusted to the agent. Professor Conant wrote;

II a undisclosed principal, being one whose agent poses as dealing for,
himself creates no direct appearance to the 3rd party. Tnus he can..
never be charged with appearing to consent that his agent has certain
scope of authori ty~'16

Tne notion of apparent authority, where the principal is said to hold

out the person he, represents as having- authori ty to act on his penal f ,~'...

can be justified on the theory that principal ,could not'.
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be fully liable in a contract without his authority or consent.

The courts looked for some basis on which to rest the principal's 1iabi 1ity
- . Iwhere he haa not authorlsed the agents act. The second basis of the existence of

apparent authori ty can be got from the rule in Lickbarrow V. lVlas.on17to the

effect that wnenever one of the two innocent persons must suffer by the

acts of a 3rd par ty , the loss must be sustained by him who enabled the

3rd party to occasion the loss. This was applied in the East African case

of Va 11abhdes ~1ivj i Kapadi a V. Thaker sey Lax imidas 18_ .. --_ ...._._---, where in connect ion

wi th apparent authori ty, Newbold states as follows:

"I consider that the true corrmon law principal is that where the true
owner of goods, in breach of his duty to a 3rd party, arms his agent,
or knowingly permits his agent to arm himself with sOC1e indi cia of
title to the goods and <: allows the agent to deal With the goods as
if they were his own, then the true owner is precIuded .as QgUinst the
3rd party (and any subsequent dealer) who deals bonafide with the
goods and wi thout the knowledge of the rights of the true owner
fram denying the authority of the agent to deal with the goods in
the manner in which they were deal t wi th':19

,The notion of apparent authority is also designed to protect 3rd parties

who may have acted on reasonable inference that a relationship of

'principal and agent existed between the parties concerned .

.~ 2· PRESUVIED AIJlH]lI1Y

This type of authority may be equated to an agency relationship created

by operation of the law. This authority does not depend upon any e~ss cf:)
consent from the principal that the agent should act for the principal.

It also does not depend upon any implied consent. Neither does it result ~-from a representation on the part of the principal giving rise to estoppel. ~
It is therefore a pecu~ar kind of authority which is presumed by the law.
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In other words, the law presumes that the principal would have agreed to

what the agent has done had he been free to give instructions to the agent.

It is necessary to consider situations in which this type of athourity

arises.

1.1. AGENCYOF NECESSITY

Authori ty of an agent of necessity is Iimited to the term" necessi ty" and

this cannot be determined before hand. As was shown in chapter one, the

meaning to be attributed to the word "necessity" was articulated by lindley

c. J in Phi Ips V. Hi II 20 where his lordship said:

"By necessi ty is meant .... reasonably necessary..:Ewery material
circumstance must be taken into account for example dangertdistance I

accommodation, expense, time and so fo#rth 21.

In instances of an agency of necessity, an ag-ent is allowed, because of

some unforseen emergency, to do acts which would be outside his authori ty

if the emergency had not occured. This type of authority is only applicable

where the person who does the act is agent or servant of the party for whose

benefit the acts are done. In case of emergency the agent has authority

to do all such acts for the purpose of protecting his principal from loss

as would be done by a person of ordinary prudence, in his own case under

similar circumstances.

(a) SHIHVlA.STER

The master of a ship or cornmo~ carrier of guods Day ~~C i~ s~ cases be
compelled, by circumst~~ces to take active measures for the safety of the

cargo. In this case he acts as agent for the owne r of the cargo or the ship.

In such instances. necessi t7 is limi ted to the safety of the cargo and the ship

and also to the impossibility of corrmmi cat ing with the owners of either.
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the ship or the cargo. The master of the ship must be sure he cannot

save the ship before he sells or pledges any cargo , If it is practicable

he must take any other alternative measure or communicate with the

owner of the ship or cargo. The case of Prager V. 31~~spie~ 22is illustrative

of the above. During the 1914 to 1918 war, an agent in london bought ski

for his principal who was in .Rurrohil1 . As a resul t of German occuption

of Rumania, the agent was unable to send the skins to his principal or

to communicate with him. He therefore sold the skin. It was held that the

agent had not established a necessi ty for sale , the skins could

have been saved by putting them in cold storage at a reasonable cost.

The above case is important because: of the judgement of fve Ardic J .••mere be

.set out'the conditions which must be fulf~d before an age~t is entitled

to exercise all.author ity of necessi ty. It must be impossible toW
cOITrrRhlicatewith his principal.The question to be answered on this

point in each case is whether the agent can obtain his principal~ express

instructions in time to enable him to cope with the emergency. Secondly
(i)the agents action must be necessary in the circumstances. Generally'----_ ..-

•. there can ,pe no agency of necessi ty unles~ there is real emergency such

as may arise out of the possession of ~erishable goods or of livestock

to be fed.

B. iVlARRIEDl\Q\MN AS AGENT OF NECESS ITI

In this case the wife is presumed to have authority a~ long as she is

wrongfully treaterl by her husband. If a man wrongfully deserts his wife and

leaves her destitute/she is his agent of necessity and can pledge

his credi t for necessaries.~l;le husband cannot restrict or determine her. --
authority or its scope because that authority is neither created by the
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husband nor is it implied from the employment of the wife in any trade,

profession, or business nor is it apparent from the representation of the

husbffi1d. This is an authority presumed by the law inorder to protect

the wife and her children.

It is partinent to note that there is no "necessi ty" and therefore

'-no justi fication for the wi fe to pledge the husband credi t for necessaries

ll11ess she is without any alternative means of support. She has no authority to

pledge his credit if she has means of her own,neither may she .do soif

her own conduct and not that of her husband has -led to her being a deserted

wife. The deserted wife authority has limitation in that the husband

credit can only be pledged for necessaries. Necessaries in this regard

are things that are really necessary and suitable to the style ~~

which the husband chooses to live, in so far as the services fall fairly

within the domestic department which is ordinarly confined to the

management of the wife.

It is the style and standard of the husband that is relevant. An

action cannot be mentained against the husband if the cuods are in such

an extravagant nature as to be entirely unsuitable to the husband's

normal standard of living.

1:1., .AGENCY OF A WIFE OR MISTRESS

The authori ty o t' a wife or a mistress is presumed from the fact of

cohabitation. However thi s presrept ion of authority can be rebutted by

evidence that the man has forbidden, the woman to pledge his credit

even if this is not known to the tradesoan -0 Therefore the scope of the-----------------------------------
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presumed authority is limited to the purchase of necessaries. The case

of Phillipson V. Hayter23 set out this limitation which is to the effect

that if a wi fe orders goods or services which- are not necessaries and sui table

to the style which she and her husband customarily live, the husband will not

be liable. The wife's presumed authority cannot also be involked unless the

wife and the husband are living; together from which it can be inferred that

the wife is acting on behalf of her husband. The cohabitation must be in the

same establ ishment in circumstances whi ch show they are a fami ly. This was

set-out in the case of Deben ham V ~llion 24

~e foregoing discussion has shown that aprarent authority which arises by the

operation of the doctrine of estoppel cannot be said to arise as a result of the

wishes or consent of the principal and agent. The agent's apparent authority

may arise even without the congizance or approval of the person treated as

principal and without the agent's intention to possess that kind of authority.

Apparent authority in the strict sense does not ~ exist but as a matter of lBw; the

factual arrangement between the parties is looked at to deter.mine whether there

is authority. The law even gues outside the factual position to declare the

agent as having authority despite the fact that there is no consent between the

parties. Apparent authority arises as a result of the conduct of the principal

where he is said to have allowed the abent to appear to the outside world as

having authority to act for him and by the exercise of the apparent authority

the agent affects the legal position of the person whose conduct made hi~ appear

to have authority.

T.~e case of Emco Plastica Internal Ltd. V. Freeburne 25 illustrative of the

fect that apparent authority does not exist at all but arises as a matter of

Law. By the articles of association of the appellents Company the business

of the Company was to be ~aged by the directors. At its first meeting, the

Company appointed the respondent: as it'ssecretary but did not speci fy the
t errns of his employment.
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In the same meeting the chairman of the board of directors was also

appointed who under the articles of association had no specific authority-

in relation to the business of the company and who was 5iven no authority

by the resolution to settle terms of the respondent contract of

employment. The chairman was left by the board of directors to perform

day to day management of the company and was allowed to perform the

functions of the managing director. The chairman signed a letter offering

the respondent on every generous terms ~~ich he accepted. Later the

appellents company terminated the respodent employment on a few days

notice. It was held that the board had held out the chai~l as a

managing director for he managed the affairs of the company with full

knowledge of the board of directors.

It can therefore be concluded that the concept of authority by consent of

the jpar t ies is an artificial notion of the law in the sense that it ariseS:

• in instance where its impossible to say that the agent has been invested

wi th such authori ty by the principal. The agent I s power to affect the

legal position of the principal does not come from express authority

in-case of apparent authority but it created by law authority. As regardspresume~

it was shown that the existence of this authority Cfuulot be based on

express consent of the principal nor from representation on his part.

This type of authority is a creature of the law which shows further

that the notion of authority is artificial in the sense that it does not

go far enough to show how and why an agent should be created by law,and.
is clothed with power to affect the posit ion of a principal who has not

invested the agent with any authority at all.
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A question may be asked as to why the law should go outside the

factual arrangement between the principal and the agent to create

presumed and apparent authority between parties who have no intentions

of acting as principal and agent. This question may be answered on the

basis of business efficacy. • In the modern comnercial world there

is need for the employment of others toper-forsa certain tasks for

efficient and speedy distribution of boods and services. flowever, there

is need for specialised act ivity for it would be di fficult for the pr.inci pa l

to avail himself in all situations calling for his attention in terms of

trade hence the need to have agents. For wider markets, lWre prodcution

and distribut ion of goods ,the-law 'goes ou~sideithe factual arrangement:

between the parties, the law creates an agent who under the umbrella of

apparent or presumed authority acts as a midddianan between the producers

of goods and services and the consumers.

26
The capitalistic mode of production requires that goods produced must

reach the constmer.;, the goods are also produced for their exchaDge

~and the production aims at profit maximization. To enable the

"industrialists to reach wider markets and to continually expand the

product ion so as to be in a posi tion to appropriate and 'accianrl ate the .supIus

value, it becomes of necessity,to have agents who can affect the producers

contracts with 3rd parties even where they have not been authorised to

act. In cases of pre suoed., author ity the wi fe who is treated as an agent
Iis able to affect the legal position of her husband who is liable as a

principal if she pledges his credit for necessaries. The husband and the wi fe

in vt hj s case. are in class of consumers and by the ope rat ion of the law the.
industrialist: is able to reach them for their purchase of his goods

and services.
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It is also to be noticed that capitalism mode of production, and inter-

nat ional trade would come to a standst ill if the agent, whi le making

contracts for his principal who in most cases is a producer was to be

limited by the authority conferred to him by the principal. it

becomes therefore necessary to create agents, even against the partiesJ

intentions, who are equiped with power to affect the principals/positions

wi th third parties and by this the agents are in apdsi-ti-oritci"fadU-tate
the distribution of goods and services.

r,.
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crNCLUS ICli

The preceeding chapters have focussed on agency law and the aim all along

was to:

(1) Show how agency relationship is created and the rules there to for it is

by understanding how agency relationship is created that the concept of
;

authority can easily be appreciated.

(2) Show how the concept of authority by consent of the parties is an

artificial notion of the law.

In so far as the creation of agency relationship is concerned, chapter one

focussed on how it may be created by contract (express or implied), by the

doctrine of estoppel, by ratification and by operation of the law. Under the

creation of agency viz contract it was shown that it is mainly the rules

of the law of contract that are applied. The following excerpts from the
'·1judgement of lord pear-son as used in Pole V. Leask 2 :surrmedse the contents. of

agency created by contract. His lordship said of agency that;

"The corrrmn division of the rrodes by which agency may be consti tuted
is threefold, it is either by writing or it is by parol or it
is by mere employment. "3

Further, it was explained how an agency relationship may be created viz

estoppel. Although there is no true consent between one person and another

to ~tand in the relationship of principal and agent viz-a-viz each other

or the outside world, the law treates their relationship as one of

principal and agent givinG effect to their conduct as if It amounted to

the expression of consent that they should be principa~ and agent. This

type of agency may be regarded as a type of agency .aris ing _ by operation

of law but this rrerited a different t reatment in that for it to arise,

special requirement qui te disti nct from other instances of agency by

operation of the law is necessary.
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Under estoppel, the law is concerned with the protection of 3rd parties

who may have acted on the r-easonr.ble inference that a relationhsip of

principal and agent existed between the parties concerned. In the

same chapter, an ex~ination of how an agency relationship arises by

a way of ratificatiotland by operation 6f the law was also considered.

Unde~ ratification, it was shown that what an agent does on behalf of the

princi~al is done at a time when the relationship of principal and agent
I ,~

is not existence. The relationship of principal and a~ent is created

when the pri~cipal, on whose behalf, though without his authority, the agent

has acted, accepts the agent's acts and adopts it just as if there had been

prior authorisation by the principal to do exactly what the agent had·

done.

Hence ratification is equivalent to antecedent authority. The principal

and agent are treated as if they had acted for each other from the

beginning. In the cases of litigation, the agent is released from

liabilities once ratification has occured. Ratification only operates

in respect of past acts.

Under agency created by the law, there is no consent from the principal

to justify the agents acts but for reasons of policy, the law treats one

, person as agent of another. The existence of agency by operation of the

law is neither justified by the consent of the principal nor his conduct

_ but it is a creature of the law.

O1apter two focussed on the distinction between authority and power. The

distinction between these two concepts was articulated by professor

Corbin 3. In the same chapter various aspects of actual authority were
discussed. Actual authority, it was shown, is authority conferred by the

principal to the agent under the agreement between them and it is divided into

express authority, implied authority and usual or customary authority:
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Express authority is a legal relationship between the principal ano agent

created by a consensual agreement between the parties lli1dis limited to the

purpose to which it was given. Impl ied authori ty is the kind of authori ty

which is incidental to and necessary tor the effective exercise of express

aut.hor ity. Usual anu ~u.~ comary authori ty was shown to be the authori ty

which the agent possesses ~as regards his business, trade, profession or

place infwhich a particular agent is e~loyed for the purpose of carrying

out his authority or anything necessary or incidental to.

It was further shown in the same chapter that authority is an artificial

notion of the law for it merely denotes the factual relationship between

the principal and the agent and it does not explain how the agent affects

the legal position of the principal. Authority merely shows an historical

eventbut it does not focus on future changes of showing the legal effects

of the principal's employment of an agent who makes contracts on his behalf.

It was shown that it is only the agent's power that can explain the possible

future changes between .~h~ principal and the 3rd party. The agent's power

enables him to affect the principalsposition by subjectillb him to rights and

liabilities with a 3rd party. It is therefore not the agent's authority

which is the central feature of agency relationship but it is his power.

The notion of authority is artificial for it is used by the Law to encampassthe

.not t on.of the agents power which can explain adequately the legal relationship

between the parties.

Express authority, it was further discussed, is the only authority which

can strictly be said to be by consent or acts of the parties for it is

created by a contract between the principal and the agent while the existence

of implied, usual or coustOQary authority was only justified on business

efficacy. The need for speedy distribution of goods and services to. ,consumers, wider markets and nnre production; dictates that the agents

authority is not to be limited by what is contained in the four corners of
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a document or a deeG but such authori ty is ext ended to what is inc ident al

to and necessary for the exercise of express authority. The concept of

authority is artificial in the sense that it does not go far enough in

explaining the justification for the existence of these types of aGent

authority without the consent of the parties.

Chapter three focused on apparent and presumed authori ty. :t was

explained that where the doctrine of estoppel operates to create agency

relationship, the agent is said to have apparent authority. A person who

by words or conduct has allowed another to appear to the outside world to

be his agent, cannot afterwards repudiate this apparent authori ty if to co

so would cause injury to 3rd parties; the principal is treated as if he

had authorised the agent to act in the way he has done and by the exercise

of apparent authority the agent affects the legal relationship of the

person \vhose conduct has made him to appear to have authority. Apparent

authority does not result frOCl the consent on the part of the principal

vmether express or implied. It is the authority which therefore apparently

exists having regard to the conduct of the parties. It can be asserted

that this authority does not exist at all but it is createG by law.

',As regards presumed authori ty, it was seen that thi s type of authori ty

which the Law pres~s that the principal would have assented to the agent's

possessing it, if he had the opportunity to give his instructions, does not

arise from the consent of the parties nor from the conduct of the principal.

The fact that apparent and presumed authority are purely a legal concept

greatly erodes away the question of the freedom of the parties in deciding
what kind of "authority an agent should have.
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Vfuen the law creates these different types of authority, the law is in

effect in~osing teDmS which are contrary to the parties i~tentions.

The justifications given for the existence of apparent authority is that

it is aioed at protecting 3rd parties who may have acted on reasonaule

inference that a relationship of principal and agent existed between the

parties concerned. The existence of apparent and presumed authority can

be Justified on the need to meet the expanding commercial ~eeds. Due

to the man's limited nature which makes it impossible for him to be in

many places at the same time, especially in present commercial world with

wide national and international market, it is necessary that capital owners

in their· capitalistic expansion must employ agents. The formation of the

laws of agency therefore ensures that this expansion is done effectively

by the agent.

The irrportance of agency is well expressed by professor lVEchem 5 when he

says; "Nnst of the world's work is done, and most of its dea ls made by
persons who are not acting on their own behalf but workin6 for or
representing another ---------as voltaire said of God, if agency did
not exist, it would be necessary to invent it"

Under the contract law, there developed the principal of privity of
, contract. Hence 3rd parties could not sue or be used unless there was

privity of contract. This was however modified to cope with the economic

realities and there developed an exception to the general rule. This

encampasses all those contracts made by agents on their principal's behalf·

for the relationship of the principal and agent does not only inolve the

internal relations between the agent and the principal but it;·: also

rehulates the agent's acts in the creation of contractual relations between

the principal and 3rd parties.
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Indeed, the idea of authori ty is important for it encampasses the agent:'s

power to make contracts on his principal's behalf and his ability to affect

his legal relations with 3rd parties. Authority therefore becomes a fact

creating the legal relations of power. \Vhere the agent~ authority does

not exist thelaw is prepared to create it as in the instances of apparent

and presumed authority.
(

Agency law would not meet commercial needs if the agents always confined

their acts to what is expressly confe~d to them by their principals. Thus

the law following a creative course has made the principal liable to a 3rd

party and to a greater extent to benefit from him (3rd party) where

the agent acts outside his express authority. Hence the law/through

the Umbrella of apparent and presumed authority has epvolved the necessary

legal rules to support expanding economic and contractual activities. An

agent in his representative capacity plays a very important role illa

agency law which aims at meeting commercial needs. The agent makes contractS

on his principal's behalf, carries on the marketing of his principal's

goods, his role is to strengthen and increase the principal's markets, find'

new customers and forward useful information on market trends to :

t~e principal. The producer's aim is to maximise profits and expand
,

his production. To achieve this the agent is not to be limited in his

activities to what the principal has expressly authorised the agent to do.

The chief objects of the rules of apparent and presumed authority is to

provide the legal machinery for buying and selling on a large scale where
~he true contracting parties cannot meet face to face.

From the foregoing discussion, it can strictly be said that authority

by consent of the parties exists OIlly in cases of express autnority

wnile the existence or implied, usual, a?parent and presumed authority cfu~

be justified on commercial neees.
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This shows why authority by consent of the parties does not exist, but

it is artificial for authority in itself does not go far enough to

give the reasons for the existence and the necessity of these latter

types of authority.

The present state of affairs is not satisfactory to some extent. As

the foregoing discussion has revealed/the concept of authority is artificial

10r it does not explain the legal consequences of the agent's actions.

Thus, it does not explain expl ici ty toe rat ionale behind agency 1mV' ."Power"

is the central feature through which the agent brings the principal and

the 3rd party int o a direct legal re Iationsh ip . From this point of view,

therefore, the law as regards the concept of authority is unsatisfactory

for it does not bO far enough. It suferficially describes the purposes

of agency relationship in that it is a relationship by which one person

permits (or in law is regar-ded as permi t ing) another person to act for

hiQ. Apparently this does not eA~lain why this perQission is vital to

the agency relationship.

The concept of authority, whether actual or created by law, should be

clearly set out so as to reflect the power factor. This will show the

,a~ncy relationship as that of power - Liability relationship. Once it

is realised that the essence of agency is this power to affect the

principal's legal relations wi th the outside world, the law of agency

can easily be understood. In this sense, the asent would be invested with

the principal's OVID power so that when the agent acts, it would appear

as if it was the principal hiQSelf acting and the missing link between

the principal and the 3rd party would be established. In this case the

results Would be as if the principal had acted h imse lf .
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In normal business practice, the 3rd party rarely iuquires as to

whether the agent is acting for someboQy else or whether such

an agent has authority to act. Since the existence of implied, usual,

customary and apparent authority are for the benefits of the principall

as shown in the proceeding chapters, once the concept of authority is

understood as power-liability relationship, the law can protect a

3rd par ty where he- set tles wi th an agent by making payments' to him. The

posi t ion _ is that payments to the agent by ei ther the principal: or 3rd
r'

party does not discharge the liability owed by the principal to the

3rd party or vice-versa. Once the concept of authority is understood as

right - liability factor, for as explained above it encompass the power

factor, the law can protect a third party where ne conducts himself so

as to make the principal believe that the agent has discharged his

(principal) liability to a 3rd party. The present law is that the 3rd party

is not protected. The case of Mac clure V. Schemeil 6is illustrative. The

agent, in this case, bought goods apparently on his own account ,'on

terms that the cash was to be paid. The seller did not press for payment

and the agent had not paid at the time the principal gave him the troney

for the goods. It was held that this payment to the agent discharged

the pr inc ipa l'S _ liab i lity. In such a case, the concept of the agents
,
authority was not understood as a power factor in that the agent is expected

to be invested with the principal's own power and when he acts, it is the

principal himself acting, and where he has not discharged the debt, the

principIa has not. The principal should be liable in such circumstm1ces and

if necessa~J he C~~ enforce his rights against the agent. '{Where
~

the 3rd party settles': wi th an agent who is not authorised to receive

payments and the agent absconds with the troney, the 3rd party will not

have discharged his Li aai li ty to the principaL.
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In the same light, in such cases, the concept of authority is seperated

from that of power. Since the agent is inves ted wi th the principal's, .,.

own power when 3rd party sett les a debt wi th him he should be seen as

having settled wi th the principal himself and the principal should. seek his own

rerredies from the agent.

However the authority - power factors should have some limits and this can

be achieved by limit ing the agent's authori ty as it carries .wi.thi it::the,)power
r:

factor. In such instances if the agent abusesj his power or misuses it

beyond the limits of it's use as· created by the parties or operation of

the law, the principal should enforce his rights against the agent.

The law as regards the wife's or mistress presumed authority is not

satisfactory in that it is unfair to the husband for the law to impose

authority on the wife without the consent of the husband. For instance, it is

unfair for the law to create a principal out of a husband by allowil~ the

-wi fe to pledge her husbands credit for necessaries. There is no "necessity"

and therefore no justification for the wife to pledge her husband's credit .

• The man and woman are married or are cohabar ing and in such circumstances

the wife or the mistress can easily get the husband's consent for they are

together and they can probably corrrnmicat e easily. Therefore the law should
,

nntvpr-estme the wife's or mistress' author i tyj-ctherwi se the husband is likely

to be subjected to legal liabilities which are ~yond_his reach. _Nevertheless

the deserted wife's presumed authority is reasonable in that the woman

might :_.~ have no resources of her .own to support hense lf and the chi ldren
or might not have the legal knowledGe or money to institute legal

proceedings against the husband. In this instances it is gOod law.
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The present state of the law is not also satisfactory in that when the

law implies terms on the nature of the authority to be possessed by

the agent, the affected parties, that is the principal, agent and 3rd

party, are left at the mercy of the law fuld they cannot detennine their

position before hand. They cannot detennine what is incidental to or

for the effective exercise of the agent's authority nor can they tell

wi1at is usual tc the business, trade or profession. Tnese can only be

.- deiterrnined by the court, should a dispute arise between the parties. A

principal's conduct which the 3rd party might think was misleading to

him might be interpreted differently by the court. Hence an agent might

find himself in an anticipated position of being liable to a principal if

he had not acted with care and skill or being in a position to account to

a principal for the secret profits when he had infact thought that he was

not acti~' for the principal. The law might even not imply such an

authority hence an agent who expects to be idemnified fram Losses and

liabilities incurred in the perfamance of the undertaking might find himself

in a position where be undergoes those losses himself.

However sometimes when law creates such authority between the parties, it

might do so with the aim of protecting an agent who ~ight have acted

,believing that he is acting for a principal or the law might do so to

protect a 3rd party. However, since it is not clear when the law will

create such authority, the parties should be left alone to determine their

own terms and the law should only intervene when it is necessary. ~herwise

the same law cannot be protecting and at the same time creating legal

hardships on the parties.
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